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Introduction
Today’s enterprise requires utilizing highly agile and resilient IT
capabilities that can be easily adapted to support continuous changes in
the market while also ensuring operational excellence and meeting
business objectives. In achieving these goals, enterprises are turning to
managed service providers (SPs), which are investing in resources to help
clients continuously evolve their IT environments while generating
desired business outcomes and value. These resources include talent
that spans both technology and business; innovative technologies,
intellectual property (IP), and processes; industry knowledge; and critical
partnerships with cloud providers. By leveraging these capabilities,
managed SPs look to accelerate digital maturity while creating the
business resiliency and agility that firms are seeking to differentiate their
business, optimize ROI and profitability, and ensure competitive
advantage.

AT A GLANCE
KEY TAKEAWAYS
» Managed service providers must
consistently deliver business value while
ensuring agility by investing in the right
talent, technologies, processes, and
partnerships.
» Managed cloud services should enable
continuous evolution of IT that incorporates
modernization and delivers against business
goals.
» To successfully bridge the talent gap and
accelerate the achievement of business
outcomes, organizations should partner
with a provider that brings in the right talent
and skills at the right time.

Benefits
Enterprises are utilizing managed cloud services to help drive business value and achieve critical business outcomes that
span strategic business and technology objectives. As Figure 1 shows, enterprises want to leverage managed cloud
services to achieve greater agility, drive revenues, improve customer experience, and link IT more closely with business
performance. From a technology perspective, firms look to use managed cloud services to simplify and standardize IT
infrastructure and applications platforms, shift to opex, and restructure their infrastructure. In addition, enterprises are
looking to use managed cloud services as a new means in managing IT.
To ensure success with managed cloud services, enterprises look to measure both business outcomes and business
value. Primary business outcomes that enterprises seek to achieve are focused on improving customer relations,
launching new products/services, accelerating time to market, driving product innovation and market thought
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leadership, adhering to regulations, optimizing supply chains, shortening product development life cycles, and meeting
industry-specific outcomes and requirements. Assessing business value is centered on driving ROI and revenue growth,
improving profitability, achieving productivity gains, and meeting cost savings requirements.

FIGURE 1: Worldwide Business Drivers for Managed Cloud Services
Q Which two of the following do you believe are the primary BUSINESS drivers in utilizing
managed cloud services?
Business demanding more agility and/or speed
from IT
Increase revenues by enabling us to build new
revenue-generating products and services faster
Improve customer experience by leveraging AI
and analytics
Desire to more closely link IT with business
performance
Access to required security and resiliency
capabilities
Need to reduce IT capital expenditure (capex)
Internal cost-savings mandate
Regulatory requirements
Business case proactively presented by a vendor
Merger, acquisition, or divestiture activities
New management team
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Source: IDC’s Worldwide Managed CloudView Survey, 2021

Trends
IDC research shows the top lessons from the COVID-19 pandemic are the need to evolve IT by incorporating new
processes (e.g., DevOps, CI/CD, SRE), rethinking collaboration practices, and creating a more centralized IT operation with
federated capabilities. Firms also view the need to implement new IT metrics for success, retrain IT with skills to support
cloud capabilities, and seamlessly link IT with business.
However, central in evolving IT is the use of cloud. Over the next couple of years, firms indicate that they will look to
utilize SaaS applications, public cloud platforms (IaaS, PaaS, SaaS) to shift to opex, innovative technologies (e.g., IoT, edge
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computing, blockchain), and management platforms to gain control over all IT and cloud resources and incorporate new
processes (e.g., DevOps, CI/CD, SRE). Firms are also increasingly utilizing industry clouds.
Further, firms are under pressure to build more resilient businesses while meeting sustainability objectives. Critical
business resiliency requirements include supporting a more flexible workforce, optimizing functionality of facilities and
workplaces, adapting to climate change, and adjusting for workforce demographics and needs. Key solutions that firms
are looking to leverage in meeting these requirements increasingly involve utilizing public cloud providers, hybrid clouds,
agile application development and DevOps processes, and advanced analytics involving cognitive/AI.
Application Modernization
Applications are cornerstones for enabling agility and resiliency that link organizational units, functions, and processes
together while facilitating tasks and empowering key decision making through data and analytics. As applications are core
to business operations, they require ongoing management and maintenance as well as enhancements and
modernization to meet evolving business needs. Along these lines, IDC has found that:

» Application modernization priorities are rising and aimed at achieving business objectives. Priorities for
application modernization are elevating with 81% of organizations rating application modernization as a high or
top priority, up from 57% just three years ago. Goals with application modernization are tied to improving resource
productivity, increasing organizational agility and resiliency, enhancing customer experience, and improving
competitive positioning. However, many enterprises struggle to accomplish modernization objectives due to
challenges like culture, lack of tools, and lack of leadership, governance, and talent.

» Modernization has moved from being a one-time initiative to a continuous effort. Organizations also face a new
dilemma regarding strategic choices with application modernization. IDC has found that 40% of applications
require modernization today while increasing to 50% in the future, thereby requiring organizations to shift from
undertaking modernization infrequently to a continuous process as part of ongoing application operations.

» Strategies for modernization are multifaceted requiring sophisticated approaches. Deepened reliance on
applications is forcing organizations to transform existing applications using tactics ranging from recoding legacy
application technologies to cloud, PaaS, and SaaS, to creating new custom code including composable applications
and modernizing underlying application infrastructure to cloud. Moreover, modernization requires using advanced
application delivery techniques like DevSecOps, to harness stronger application quality, and increase organizational
coordination as well as drive down costs, execute faster application delivery, and enhance resource productivity.

» Expectations of managed SPs’ competencies are extensive. With modernization, managed SPs have relevant
expertise and technical certifications in SaaS and ISV applications, cybersecurity, automation, business strategy,
and industry-specific knowledge and possess deep capabilities in progressive application delivery processes like
CI/CD, agile/scrum/SAFe, and DevSecOps. When it comes DevSecOps, enterprises value managed SP expertise in
process governance, full DevSecOps life-cycle management, and code quality/security review as well as
infrastructure provisioning and management, application code build and packaging, and creative/user experience
design.

» Centers of excellence (COEs) have materialized as catalysts for continued evolution. Enterprises view COEs as
supporting use of cloud service providers (e.g., AWS, Azure, Google, SFDC), software vendors (e.g., Oracle, SAP,
Microsoft), and key technologies and processes (e.g., security, cognitive/AI, 5G, IoT, SDI, cloud-native
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development, DevOps). Focus in using CoEs are centered on supporting specific branded solutions (e.g., AWS,
Azure, Google, SAP, Oracle, IBM), developing solutions specific to a firm, ensuring solutions will work before
deploying them, gaining access to specialized skills, and generating new ideas.

» Best practices for modernization revolve around six management areas. In utilizing managed SPs to support
modernization initiatives, enterprises have learned key lessons on how to generate the most value out of initiatives
as well as pivot from setbacks and hurdles. These lessons stress the importance of key management activities
across strategy, governance, risk management, technology management, process management, and people
management to strengthen chances of modernization success and maximize value from these efforts. For
example, establishing business cases focused on business outcomes, actively managing vendor relationships, and
building and evolving culture through leadership and grassroots incentives are key in achieving optimal results.
Operational Excellence
While evolving IT through modern practices and processes is critical, buyers also indicate a need to ensure operational
excellence for ongoing provisioning and managing of IT and cloud resources in delivering business outcomes and value.
Capabilities that managed SPs need to incorporate to achieve operational excellence involve tools, technologies, and
processes and include the following:

» Multicloud management and governance. The value in utilizing multicloud management platforms is to support
any public cloud provider, standardize IT, and generate value quickly, using new technologies, granularity of
services, and visibility into operations. These platforms should also help ensure governance including security and
regulations along with enabling client control of all cloud and IT resources.

» Analytics and insights. Analytics are also critical in helping firms standardize IT; support demand management to
assess, track, and forecast demand for products and services; assess quality of services to drive service
improvement and optimization; and determine business value (e.g., ROI, cost savings) and spend management
efficiencies.

» Automation. To deliver operational excellence and continuous change, managed SPs must incorporate a broad set
of automation that includes key IP (e.g., accelerators, blueprint application libraries), technologies (infrastructure as
code [IaC]) and custom IP tailored to unique industry requirements and business processes.

» Integration and security. Integration is key to agility that requires use of APIs across applications and infrastructure
that includes integrating from cloud environments to internal and legacy systems as well as having a blueprint for
repatriating migrated applications on public clouds back to private IT environments. In addition, to overcome client
concerns regarding security, firms expect managed SPs to have experience in designing a robust security blueprint.

Considering Avanade
Value Proposition
Avanade provides end-to-end business and technology managed services focused on the Microsoft ecosystem, which is
underpinned by industry expertise and utilizes its manage and evolve approach to deliver business outcomes and
business value. Foundational elements of these services include use of advanced automation, intelligent toolsets, scaled
methods, a flexible set of delivery models, and deep insights through analytics. Collectively, Avanade’s services help
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clients maximize the value of Microsoft ecosystems and new features along with new technologies resulting in the
following:

» Competitive advantage through emerging technology. Empowering clients to make effective investments based
on applied research, experimentation, and collaboration

» Life-changing digital experiences backed by data and insights. Bringing innovation, advisory, and digital
innovation studio teams together with the client to create differentiating experiences

» Actionable business and technology strategies. Achieving business outcomes and value while ensuring agility and
resilience through strategy (This includes envisioning new business models using artificial intelligence, enabling
digital transformation, and embracing continual change.)

» Full life-cycle solution delivery. Provisioning delivery using a product life-cycle model that spans transforming,
managing, and continually evolving applications, platforms, and infrastructure supported by fully integrated teams
Differentiation
Avanade leverages the scale of its business along with ongoing investments in talent, new technologies, and partnerships
to differentiate its managed cloud services by doing the following:

» Evolving IT while delivering business outcomes and value. Driving business value through continuous evolution of
client Microsoft technologies to support business strategies while adapting to changing market needs and industry
requirements

» Expertise in Microsoft. Optimizing value of Microsoft technologies with more than 52,000 dedicated professionals
that include 24,000 Microsoft certifications and the most Azure certifications (more than 7,500) as well as a
growing pool of Microsoft Most Valuable Professionals (MVPs) (This also includes support for cloud service
providers [e.g., AWS, Azure, Google, salesforce.com] utilizing multicloud management capabilities and Avanade’s
partnership with Accenture.)

» Providing end-to-end capabilities. Evolving IT continuously by providing end-to-end business and IT capabilities,
backed by industry knowledge, across the life cycle of services from strategy, advisory, consulting, and
organizational change management to development and operations

» Optimizing agility. Delivering business and service agility to enable rapid value realization and speed of change by
incorporating modern delivery approaches and a product-based organization that links business with IT, utilizes
agile PODS, and provides highly predictable, standardized, and automated services

» Enabling business outcomes with smart operations. Avanade’s Smart Operations Framework, the operational
and technology blueprints that bring the right people, process, technologies, and depth of expertise together to
deliver the right solutions to clients at the right time (The framework accelerates delivery, packaging capabilities
including flexible delivery models, service insights, lean governance, scaled methods [ITIL v4, scrum], and intelligent
tools.)

» Combining global presence with local delivery. Blending the global reach of major systems integrators (SIs) with
the flexibility, innovation, and localized delivery of smaller players (This combination enables rightsourcing for
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every client through onshore, nearshore, and offshore resources with 23 highly resilient technology centers
located across 11 countries.)

» Implementing sustainability. For Avanade, being a responsible business by embedding green software engineering
as part of its portfolio of services and to support developing and delivering solutions that benefit all stakeholders
(To help drive adoption of sustainability with green engineering, Avanade is a steering committee member of the
Green Software Foundation.)
Advisory Services: Continuous Evolution
Avanade’s consultative and advisory services focus on helping to continuously evolve IT environments. Avanade does this
by linking business strategies and requirements with the right IT capabilities utilizing new operating models and
organizational structures to achieve agility and resiliency. Working as a partner with clients, Avanade tailors solutions to
align with enterprise strategies and industry needs, while delivering business outcomes and business value as defined by
changing requirements. Key elements of Avanade’s advisory and consultative services involve engaging with clients
through deep conversations to create an action plan; use of interactive workshops where client IT and business owners
can collaborate and ideate with Avanade SMEs via workshops to develop a business case, goals, and a flexible road map
in evolving IT and financial objectives; and an assessment and proofs of concept (POCs) to help initiate the journey to
cloud.
Portfolio of Offerings
Avanade’s Manage and Evolve portfolio spans the entire Microsoft ecosystem of technologies, including Azure, which
can be customized through joint workshops and is focused on the following key areas:

» Applications. Delivering continuous value for custom applications with ongoing development that spans from
simple changes to modernization and complete transformations

» Digital marketing. Supporting clients as they compete for customers in a digital marketplace via Sitecore and
Adobe-based digital marketing platform services

» Azure ecosystem. Enabling use of Azure for a range of needs including simple workloads, new technologies (e.g.,
5G, edge), complex IoT services, and data-driven insight platforms with AI services and Big Data

» Workplace. Helping transform to a modern workplace that includes support for end users, devices, collaboration
apps, mobility, and security

» Business applications. Providing comprehensive support and evolution services for Dynamics environments across
core business processes, finance, operations, sales and service, and HR

» Security. Securing and mitigating risk utilizing Cyber Defence security services
» Data and AI. Delivering business insights through intelligent automation, machine learning, and data platform
services across core service areas
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Smart Operations
As Figure 2 highlights, Avanade utilizes its Smart Operations Framework to continuously evolve technology in delivering
business value and outcomes that integrate a flexible delivery model, service insights, lean governance, scaled methods,
and intelligent tools.

FIGURE 2: Manage and Evolve: Smart Operations

Source: Avanade, 2021

Challenges
Enterprises are utilizing managed SPs to optimize the value of technologies while providing tailored solutions in evolving
and modernizing IT for legacy environments, digital capabilities, and cloud services. However, IDC research shows that to
continually meet enterprise business and IT objectives, managed SPs such as Avanade must help clients address the
following challenges:

» Strategies and investments. Business and IT strategies, and investments, must all be aligned with modernization
and modern delivery approaches to ensure achieving business and IT outcomes.

» Organizational change and cultural fit. Effective transformation and modernization require making fundamental
changes in critical aspects of an enterprise’s operating model (e.g., processes, methodologies, mindsets, change
management).

» Performance and governance. Performance and governance demand delivery of operational excellence across
the life cycle of services by incorporating multicloud management platforms, automated processes, robust
security, and advanced analytics to meet critical KPIs and SLAs while ensuring industry regulations.
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» Complexity. Supporting enterprise need for agility requires managing complex environments spanning legacy
technologies, digital capabilities, and use of different cloud services that utilize modular and composable
applications, all of which must be orchestrated and integrated to provide a
seamless experience to users.

Conclusion
Effective use of managed cloud services that help deliver expected business outcomes
and value requires enterprises to consider a broad set of factors that managed SPs
need to support. In addition to providing client referrals and testimonials, managed SPs
need to ensure customers have the ability to meet the following requirements:

» Leadership. Providing leadership and management oversight to ensure
direction and governance for modernization initiatives and migration to cloud

Enterprises are using
managed cloud
services to achieve
agility while meeting
business outcomes
and delivering
business value.

» Talent. Ensuring access to a breadth of talent that can support innovative
processes, technologies, and cloud capabilities

» Measurable goals. Identifying critical application objectives and goals to drive success in application
modernization and delivery of cloud services while utilizing analytics to measure business value

» Tailored solutions. Adapting service needs to specific buyer requirements to support meeting enterprise
strategies and their ability to differentiate their businesses while optimizing ROI and profitability

» Full portfolio of services. Offering end-to-end capabilities from strategy to operations to ensure effective
migration, modernization, and management of IT environments

» Operational excellence. Implementing critical operational capabilities (e.g., robust governance, multicloud
management platforms, standards) to help clients control all IT and cloud resources

» Access to critical partnerships. Providing access to any technology and cloud resource to support enterprise
need to use the right resource and service at the right time and at the right cost
By offering a comprehensive portfolio of managed cloud services, managed SPs can assist enterprises in evolving and
modernizing their IT so that organizations can achieve the level of business agility and resiliency required to compete in a
hyper-competitive world while generating expected business outcomes and business value. IDC believes that
organizations investing in Microsoft solutions should consider and evaluate service providers that specialize in Microsoft
technologies, such as Avanade.
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MESSAGE FROM THE SPONSOR
Avanade is the leading provider of innovative digital, cloud and advisory services, industry solutions and design-led
experiences across the Microsoft ecosystem. Every day, our 56,000 professionals in 26 countries make a genuine
human impact for our clients, their employees and their customers.
With the most Microsoft certifications (60,000+) and 18 (out of 18) Gold-level Microsoft competencies, we are
uniquely positioned to help businesses grow and solve their toughest challenges.
As a responsible business, we are building a sustainable world and helping young people from underrepresented
communities fulfil their potential.
Avanade was founded in 2000 by Accenture LLP and Microsoft Corporation. Learn more at www.avanade.com.
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